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can disrupt the entire chain. Seagoing vessels reporting to

operators prefer to have a return freight. An agent could

the quay are given top priority. Not all terminals operate at

determine for a transport operator whether it would be

by the quay

night. Shipping schedules are not cast in stone. Moreover,

convenient to take a detour or wait a while until a return

agreements are often made without stipulating a speciﬁc

freight comes available or whether there is an attractive

time. Strategic positioning arises from the fact that the ship

freight available halfway along the return trip. A recent trend

and the terminal undertake no mutual contractual obligations.

involves companies establishing freight pools. An agent-

“I simply say I only have ten containers to unload to make

based approach – serving to assign freight to vehicles –

my way up the queue.” The people at the terminal think: “He

would ﬁt in well with this trend. Agents could even distribute

always has more containers than he reports.” This chain of

the freight handled within a single company. However, this

Applying the classic ‘travelling

‘Pretty much any plan you develop to handle river barges

strategic positioning greatly undermines the transparency of

approach should only be applied where needed. After all, not

salesman problem’ to river barges

at the Port of Rotterdam terminals will prove infeasible.

the actual agreements. Regardless, the ship will have to stop

every situation will beneﬁt from a distributed approach.’

The situation can be compared to an anthill. Despite the

at the terminals in a logical order. You simply cannot radically

in the Port of Rotterdam simply does

fact that everyone has their own task and that there is

change that order.’

not work, according to Albert Douma.

little top-down management, the ants are able to work

‘The initial results look good. The use of agents seems to
ﬁt in well with the distributed approach to which the port

together to achieve something big. We want to explore

‘The multi-agent approach I’m researching involves assigning

has become accustomed and will generate feasible plans.

whether a multi-agent approach will result in a plan that

an agent to every ship and terminal involved. The agent applet

The trick is to capture the intelligence of a terminal or

and no central management. He opts

is feasible, despite the lack of central management. This

serves the interests of the party it represents. This is made

barge in a model. I am particularly interested in comparing

for a multi-agent approach in which

should ultimately lead to greater efﬁciency and higher

possible by storing the party’s preconditions in its respective

it to natural processes; an anthill, for example.’

throughput.’

agent. The agents, then, communicate and negotiate with

There are too many uncertainties

virtual agents negotiate about cargo
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one another until a feasible plan is generated. This part of

or a berth to unload containers. This

‘Given the centralized approach to classical vehicle

the process can involve the organization of a quay time

suddenly makes the work feasible.

planning, the “travelling salesman problem” remains a

slot auction. This approach enables you to quickly generate

topical challenge. Such an approach does not apply to the

solutions for both ship and terminal. However, people will

situation we are studying, however, as the calculations

have to learn to accept that it may be more efﬁcient for a

would take too much time. After all, we are trying to

terminal to be empty from time to time. Intuitively, and from

facilitate taking real-time decisions. The problem is

a short-term perspective, it seems more logical to ﬁll the

rooted in the fact that the terminals and the ships not

quay’s agenda. In other words, it is also a matter of trust:

only operate autonomously, they also greatly value this

Can the system do our work better?’

The agent applet serves
the interests of the party
it represents.

autonomy, despite the fact that a ship must sometimes
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dock at up to eight terminals to load and unload

‘This agent approach can also be applied to, for instance,

containers in a short period of time. This situation is rife

road transport logistics. Operating an empty lorry wastes

with uncertainty. Any delays encountered at one terminal

a tremendous amount of money, which is why transport
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